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ORBIT Project
Aim of the project: Under the Indo-Belgian network, we have two main objectives under ORBIT project: 

1. Confirmation and characterization of exoplanets around cool stars
2. Detection of low-mass eclipsing binaries where one component is late K or M-dwarf

We plan to observe potential candidates through high-precision photometric and high-resolution spectroscopic observations.
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Exoplanets
An extrasolar planet is a planet outside the Sun's solar system.

Exoplanets are faint, hence difficult to detect.
	-  Much smaller than stars.

-  Emit only the star’s reflected light.
-  High sensitivity of large telescopes is needed.
	-  High angular resolution is needed to separate the planet from the star. 
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When planet passes in front of the stellar disc, it blocks light and we see a dip (loss of flux) in the light curve.

To observe transit planets, inclination must be close to 90 deg (edge-on orbit)
ΔF/F0 = (Rp/R*)2 
Photometric observations of Exoplanets Transit and Radial Velocity Method 
K = 
When planet revolves around the star, the star wobbles and we see a variation in the radial motion.
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Low-mass Eclipsing Binaries (EBLM)
	During the search of exoplanets, many EBs are also detected

	Some of them turn out to be EBLMs having low photometric depth and small RV variation where low-mass star rotate around high-mass star.

	Photometric and spectroscopic monitoring of EBLMs give information on low-mass stars, particularly mass and radius

	Only a few tens of well-characterized EBLMs are known (Southworth et al. 2015)

 HATS551-027 is from the HATSouth survey            
                             (Zhou et al. 2015, MNRAS)
EBs are binary stars whose brightness and radial velocity vary periodically as the two components pass one in front of the other
Discovery and characterization of every single new EBLM is extremely important to understand the mass-radius problem in low-mass stars
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	Radius measured for Low-mass stars (~0.3-0.8 M⊙) are generally 5 to 10% larger than predicted by evolutionary models
	Temperature lower by 5-10% than those predicted by the models

	What drives such an anomaly in mass-radius relation in low-mass stars

Mass-Radius anomaly in low-mass stars
Cruz et al. 2018, MNRAS, 476, 5253
Inflated radii EBs may be caused by
	Stellar rotation - Magnetic activity – Star spots 
	An enhanced magnetic fields suppressing flow of energy across stellar surface

We need a greater sample of well-characterized EBLMs to study radius inflation and its effect on evolution of low-mass stars.
Our understanding of the relationship between masses, radii, temperatures, and metallicities of low-mass stars is still far from complete.
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Physical Constraints: 

	Photometric precision – small transit depth
	Small RV amplitude

Observational constraint to monitor Exoplanets/EBs candidates
Observational Constraints:

	Relatively faint objects for high-resolution spectroscopy
	Short orbital period
	Need long continuous observations to detect eclipses
	Time critical observations
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ORBIT: Target selection
We aim to confirm exoplanetary/binary nature of these candidate stars using high–precision photometric and RV follow-up observations
Follow-up work on Kepler/K2 mission archival data produced catalogues of most-likely Exoplanet+EBLM candidates.

We extracted target candidates from the two catalogues

	Barros et al. 2016, A&A, 594, 100 (172 exoplanets and 327 EBs candidates)

	Vanderburg et al. 2016, ApJS, 222, 14 (234 exoplanets candidates)

      Kepler launched in March 2009 by NASA to search exoplanet among 150000 target stars in the direction of Cyguns-Lyra (RA~20h, DEC~+44 d) region
We selected candidates having V<=10 mag, Porb<~5 d, Depth>0.5%
+ observable from La Palma/Nainital/Hanle
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1.2 m Mercator, La Palma
1.3 m DFOT, Devasthal
2.0 m HCT, Hanle
3.6-m DOT Devasthal
 Telescopes in the network:

	HESP on 2-m HCT
	CCDs on 1.3-m DFOT
	HERMES on 1.2-m Mercator Telescope


Future telescopes in the network: 

	HIRA on 3.6-m DOT
	PARAS on 1.2-m and 2.5-m PRL telescopes

	

Observational Facilities for ORBIT project






High-resolution spectroscopic observations:
Available Indo-Belgium Instruments
	HESP on 2-m HCT, Hanle

	HERMES at  1.2-m Mercator, La Palma

	PARAS on 1.2-m PRL, Mount Abu

	HIRA* on 3.6-m DOT, Devasthal

	Spectrograph	Telescope	Spectral coverage	Spectral Resolution	Throughput
(Tel+Det.)	Limiting Magnitude	RV Precision
	HESP	2.0 HCT	350-900	60 K, 30 K	20%	12	20 m/s
	HERMES	1.2-m La Palma	380-900	85 K, 63 K	22%
15%	10	15 m/s
	PARAS	Mt. Abu	370-860	70 K	..	11	1-2 m/s
	HIRA*	3.6-m DOT	380-900	80 K, 40 K	>20%	14	2-10 m/s


















PRL Advanced Radial-velocity All-sky Search (PARAS)
In India, Physics Research Laboratory (PRL) has built first Echelle Spectrograph PARAS to search for exoplanets and low-mass eclipsing binaries.

Resolution ~70,000

Wavelength coverage = 3700 to 8100 A

Typical RV precision = 3 m/s
(Taken from Thesis of Chaturvedi, 2016)
Four EBLMs are already detected using
PARAS having masses 0.256 ± 0.005, 0.233 ± 0.002, 0.599 ± 0.017, and 0.406 ± 0.005 Msun for SAO 106989, HD 24465, EPIC 211682657 and HD 205403 respectively
(Chaturvedi et al. 2018 AJ, 156, 27)



PRL Advanced Radial-velocity All-sky Search (PARAS)
Very recently, using PARAS spectrograph, a Sub-Saturn around the Kepler star EPIC 211945201 (V=10.15, G0) is detected   (Chakraborty et al., 2018, AJ, 156, 3)




	Very high-precision transit photometry can be done through 1.3-m DFOT

	Photometric stability ~ 1 mmag

WASP-12
1.3-m DFOT
2-m LT
Exoplanets/EBs monitoring with 1.3-m DFOT
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	3 hours on 2-m HCT with HESP

	1 night to be observed on 2-m HCT with HESP in December 2018

	4 bright nights on 1.3-m DFOT for photometric study

	 8 dark and 8 bright nights are allocated for October 2018–January 2019 observing season on 1.3-m to do photometry

	25.4 hours on HERMES to monitor 4 target stars during Nov 2018 to March 2019

	No observations on 3.6-m DOT although proposal had been submitted

Data in the ORBIT project: Present status
In 2018, we acquired/shall acquire following data under ORBIT project:
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EB monitoring on 1.3-m DFOT
We also selected many unstudied EBs from Catalina Surveys Periodic Variable Star Catalog for monitoring through 1.3-m on bright nights.  
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	The transit spectroscopy may be carried out for characterization of planetary atmospheres.

	The wavelength-dependent absorption during the transit is indicative of the composition of its atmosphere.

	The higher C/O abundance ratio in high-metallicity stars with planets  is indicative of existence of terrestrial planets with a carbon-dominated composition.

Future plan: Monitoring on 2-m HCT and 3.6-m DOT
High-resolution spectroscopy




Future plan: Monitoring on 2-m HCT and 3.6-m DOT
Low-resolution spectroscopy
	Low-resolution spectrograph is expected to be available on 3.6-m DOT from upcoming observing cycle

	Intermediate-resolution spectroscopic data shall be used to measure radial velocities of each EB candidate. 

	The presence of a double-lined Hα in emission in the observed spectra allows the measurement of RVs for both components
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Summary
To summarize our efforts under the ORBIT project, we can conclude

	ORBIT is a long-term project which need large amount of observations, both photometric as well as spectroscopic.

	Not enough data has been acquired so far but some data is expected to be available in ongoing observing runs ending March 2019.

	Once enough data is acquired, we aim to study the nature of selected bright exoplanet/EBLM candidates.

	We hope to gather momentum on this project after the availability of HIRA, a high-resolution spectrograph on 3.6-m within next 3 years.




     
  

  

         
       
  

                                          











                                                                               
  









Thank You
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The known EBs are mostly short-period binaries and majority of them having smaller than 1-day period. We have selected even shorter period EBs (<0.25 days) for monitoring. In such short-period stars

	Tidal forces causes the stars to rotate faster
	Faster rotation leads to increased stellar activity
	The stars get “puffed up”
	Observed Radii are generally larger (5-10 %) than predicted by evolutionary models


To test this theory, we need to observe these EBs in plenty and determine their masses and radii.
Short-period Eclipsing Binaries



	2 EBs in the NMS survey

	2 EBs in the cluster NGC 6866

EB monitoring on 1.04-m ST
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Collaborators:

Telescopes in the network

Aim of the project
High-resolution spectroscopic observations
(HESP)
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HERMES
	HERMES is mounted on the 1.2-m Mercator telescope.

	The HERMES spectrograph is a high-resolution fibre-fed spectrograph.

	It has a spectral resolution of R=85000 (63 000 for the low-resolution fibre). 

	Each spectrum recorded by HERMES, covers the entire wavelength range from 377 to 900 nm in a single exposure on a 2k x 4.5k CCD detector.

	It has a peak efficiency of 28%.

	It can achieve a 2-3 m/s RV stability  for 7-mag star

 



Observational Limitations
	Low mass stars are difficult to observe

	Low intrinsic luminosities means we need powerful telescopes to detect their spectral lines

	Double-lined eclipsing binaries are rare, and difficult to find

	Should have perfect orientation

	Both stars must be low mass, otherwise massive star will overpower the low-mass companion

	Need long continuous observations to detect eclipses




Detection of exo-planets: Kepler mission
    Kepler launched in March 2009 by NASA  to search exoplanet in the direction of Cyguns-Lyra (RA~20h, DEC~+44 d) region

	Aim was to detect earth-size exoplanets, among 150,000 MS stars, It uses 1-m diameter mirror covering a ~105 sq deg field through 95 Mega pixel camera.


     Transit method was used to search for exoplanets in the direction.
    Until 26 Dec 2014, Kepler has detected 4175 candidates, and 999 confirmed planets among which more than 27 are ultra low-mass (<3 Earth) planets. (http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu)
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What information we get from the transit light curves?
	ΔF/FO = (RP/R*)2  i.e. depth of the transit gives radius of the planet. and only nearby planets can produce measurable effect.


	Duration of transit and duration of ingress together gives estimation of orbital radius and inclination.


	Information of inclination along with MPSin(i) derived from RV  curve gives precise measurement of the mass of the planet.


	A deviation from the flat shape of the bottom of the transit light curve gives measure of stellar limb darkening.


	Any increase in stellar flux (decrease in depth) gives the information of dark spots in the stellar disc.
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Low Mass Stars
	Low-mass stars with good radius measurements are generally larger than predicted by evolutionary models

	The disagreement can be 5-15%

	It is found that the models do tend to accurately predict the mass-luminosity relationship

	This means temperature must be the exact amount lower than the models predict to result in the same luminosity

	This implies that the models are accurately modeling the stellar interior, but are having problems with the stellar atmosphere




The known EBs are mostly short-period binaries -- less than 3
days having majority on sub-1day period. In such short-period stars
	Tidal forces causes the stars to rotate faster
	Faster rotation leads to increased stellar activity
	The stars get “puffed up”
	Observed Radii are generally larger (5-10 %) than predicted by evolutionary models


To test this theory, we need long-period EBs
	The stars should be slowly rotating
	The stellar activity should be reduced
	The theory predicts such stars should follow mass-radius relation

Eclipsing Binaries



